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Part I:

I. The Attorney-General for the State of Tasmarita certifies that these submissions are in

a foam suitable for publication on the Internet.

30 Part U & 1/1,

2. The Attorney General for the State of Tasmaiiia intervenes under the IIJdiciory Act

1903 (Cth) s 78A, in support of the respondent, to argue that s 9(I) of the Statutes

limendment '41/01ney-General Is Fortybito) or0 2) 14ct 2017 (SA) is valid.
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Part IV: Argument

Sun?in un}^ of, rgumeni

TIT response to the applicant's arguments dealt with at 1/1-t571 of his un'itten

SIIbmissions, we respectfully adopt the submissions of the Attorney-General for' South
Australia

In response to the applicant's argument dealt with at 1581-t681 of his written

submissions, it is submitted that in so far as s 9(I) of the 8101u/es Amendn?en/

44/10, "ey-Gone, .at's Po, foil, ) (7V0 2) 4.1 20/7 (SA) ('s 9(I)') changes the law
applicable to sentencing for an offence against s 50 of the Ci, jinind/ Lint, ConsolidQiion

AC/ 1935 (SA) ' ('s 50'), it is not inconsistent witlT Chapter 111 of the Cons/innion,
be catise it does not impair or interfere with the institutional inteority of the couit

ore, , ,f. , 9("

5. Section 9(I) retrospectiveIy authorises a sentencing couit to have SGI}tenced a person

found guilty of an offence against s 50 consisteiTtly with the verdict of the jury, but
having regard to the acts of sexual exploitation determined by the sentencino court to

have been proved beyond reasonable doubt

6. Section 9(I) only applies when certain conditions are met, namely that

(a) a sentence is imposed on a persoiT wli0 11as been convicted of an offence under

s 50; and

(b) the sentence is imposed before the commencement of s 9(I)

7. The provision is not, In its terms, a direction to a sentencing or an appellate court
Rather, it is directed to quality of a sentence passed by a couit in certaiiT circumstances

It has the effect of ' deeming' the sentence to be free of error (including being
manifestIy excessive) if the alleged error was caused by three, cumulative criteria, viz. ,

(a) the trial judge did not ask the jury a question to ascertain which acts of sexual

exploitation, or which particulars of the offence, as alleged, the jury found to be

proved beyond reasonable doubt;

a
,
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(b) the person was ITot sentenced o11 the view of the facts most favourable to the

person; and

(c) the sentence was consistent witli the jury's verdict having regard to the facts that

the judge determined had been proved beyond reasonable doubt

A sentence meeting the cumulative criteria would have been 11} accordance with the

law as it was understood to apply before this Court's decision in Chiro v R '

The criteria for' whicli error is excluded by s 9(I) reflect principles which would be

appropriate for a SGITtencing couit to follow when SGITtencing for a course of conduct
offence

8

9

10 Cowl'se of conduc/ ofences

10. It was recognised in Chi}. 0, KBr v R' and Chewng v R' that course of conduct offences

have an dc/us reus that may be proved by alternative possible versions of the alleged

facts. Examples Included 'trafficking in drugs' and 'keeping a disorderly boarding

house'. To that listinay be added 'driving ill a maimer dangerous to the public' '

I I. The Crown may choose to particularise the offence of daiTgerous driving by alleging a

series of discrete acts which tend to prove that the conduct was objectiveIy dangerous

to the public. One, sonTe or all of the alleged discrete acts of drivino may otherwise

constitute offences, occurring at the same or different times and places

12. In MCBride v R, Barwick CJ' discussed how ajury inIglTt find the charoe proved, b
reference to the mariner of driving alleged, the features of the driving said by tl}e

CrowiT to be dangerous and those features of the driving thought by the jury to be

dangerous (whicli were not necessarily the features identified by the Crown). His
Honou^ said

Equally, if the evidence could bear such all interpretation, they could be told that if
tliey find tlie applicant to nave been drivino ill the precise manner cliarged by tlie
Crown as dangerous but tliink it dangei'ous to tile public for solne reason otliei' tlian
that assigned by the Crown, they are at liberty to find that element of the offence
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(2017) 260 CLR425
(1997) 191 CLR417
(2001) 209 CLR I

R V Coven!, y (1938) 59 CLR 633; MCBride , R (1966) 1/5 CLR 44; Jininez v R (1992) 173 CLR 572
and Kihgv R (2012) 245 CLR 588
MCB, .ich, R (1966) 1/5 CLR 44.49 (Barwick CJ)
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established LIPon tlie footing of tileir own view as to tile I'Gasoii WITy the manner of
di'iviiTg was dangerous to tile public. '

In King, Heydon J drew attention to the fact that ajury does not act monolithically. Its

menibers are subject to their individual reflections and perceptions ' Thus, in 'COLIrse

of conduct' offences, the individual members of the jury nTay each assion differing
relevance and weight to different elements of the conduct charoed

111 tlTe ordinary course, following a conviction for dangerous drivino the judge will not

pass sentence on an accused person on the facts thought by the jury to be TelevaiTt or

important to make the driving dangerous. Where the discrete acts of drivino included

one or more offences, the jury' s verdict will not (normally) disclose whether or not the

ItIry found any or allofthose separate offences proved. The 'unitary will" of the jury

is all that is necessary to require the judge to sentence the accused person

13

14.

10

Seciion 50

15. The history and aims of s 50 are set outiiT detailiiT Hdi??}. d v R ''

16. The form of the offence in s 50 was critical to the outcome in Chii. o v R ' ' By the form

of the offence Parliainent ITad signified not only the discrete nature of the acts said to

comprise the dc/us I. eus, but also that 'an accused is not to be convicted or sentenced

on any basis other' than those discrete acts. '' The requirement of 'extended unanimity'
derived fronT the same premise. 13

17. In common with 'course of conduct' offences, the ac/IIS I'eus of s 50 can be proved by

various alternative versions of the facts alleged by the Crown. And beyond the

requirement for extended unanimity, the jury's verdict would not disclose the factual

basis, or tlTe gravity of offences thought relevant by the jury

18. Prior' to Chiro, sentencing courts approached sentencing for' s 50 offences by

determining the factual basis for the sentence, consistently with the principles then

understood to apply. Thus, as with course of conduct offences, a sentencing judge

20
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King, R (2012) 245 CLR 588,615 1661 (Heydon I)
Ibid

(2017) 260 CLR 479 at 489 1221 to 492 1261
(2017) 260 CLR 425,450 t511 (Kiefel CJ, Keane & Nettle JJ)
Ibid
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may have sentenced a convicted offender on a view of the facts not most favourable

to the offender

Secii0}? 9(I) is nor inconsis/en! wi/h Ch 111

19. Section 9(I) does not 11}terfe^e witli the institutional integrity of the courts. The

question of its \;alldity concerns the exercise of the legislative power of the South

Australian Parliament, not, as in Chi'1.0, the judicial power of a sentencino court

Section 9(I) is a direct response to this Couit's decision in Chii, 0. The pulpose of the
law Is to ensure that sentences passed for' offences under s 50 will not be disturbed on

the grounds on whiclT the error was IdeiTtified in Chiro. Here, Parliament's clear

concern is with the important values underlying the riglTts of children to be protected
from sexual predation by adults. '' Although refo^ms in this field aim to avoid

encroaching upon long standing principles of criminal law for the protection of

accused persons, there is an inevitable tension between the two o0als '' and parlianTent

has power to alter the common law in this regard, as long as clear words are used, in

accordance with the principle of IGOality. '' In Allsn. onun Educa/1'0n Union v Foil'

M'o1. krlusii. onu ( xiEU')" it was said

10

20 If a court exercising federal innsdictioiT makes a decision which involves the

formulation of a conimon law principle or the construction of a statute, the Parlianient

of the CoininoiTwealth calt, if the subject matte^ be within its constitutional

competence, pass an enactment which changes the law as declared by the court

Moreover, such an enactmeiTt may be expressed so as to make a change in the law with

deemed operation from a date prior to the date of its enactment ' '

AEU concerned a provision that stated a rule that attached IGOal consequences to an

entry in a statutory register
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These values are well recognised. See for' example, them!ernQ!ionq/ Covendi?10n Civil andPo/^tita/
Righ!s ATS 1980, N0 23, esp CIS 22 and 23 ; Conyen!ion on Ihe Righ!s of the Child ATS 1991, N0 4
Particularly in light of the 'perverse paradox that the more extensive the sextial exploitation of a child,
the more difficultit can be proving the offence' R VJohnson120151 SASCFC 170,121(SUIan and
Stanley JJ), also noted by the Report of the Royal Commission into Institutional Child Sexual Abuse,
Final Report, Part 1/1 Child sexual abuse offences, 11 and 68; and Marie Shaw QC and Bell Doyle,
The Ige of Sinfules ' rrndi!s InZelsec/ion I'llh F1/"din, ?errrQ/ PI'incjo/es. ' An 11h!SIIw!ion (20 I9) 40
Adelaide Law Review 353,354-355

Pollei. v Minehan (1908) 7 CLR 277; A1-Knieb v Goodwi'n (2004) 219 CLR 562,577 (Gleeson CJ)
(20 12) 246 CLR I 17
Ibid. 141-142, t501
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22 In Hdmru It was noted that that the underIyino pulpose of s 50 was no different than

TITe fomTer s 74 of the CLCA. " It was the chaiTge in the form of tlTe offence that was

sufficient to modify the common law, so as to reduce the requireinent for. precise

particulars of eaclT act of sexual exploitation or the occasions on which or the places
at WITicli they occurred. 20

By s 9(I) the South Australian Parliament ITas clearly signified the basis on which an

accused person may have been sentenced. That basis is essentially the same as the

basis for course of conduct offences. Given that s 50 shares key characteristics with

course of conduct offences, it is submitted that Parlianient's IGOislative choice to

authorise sentences passed on that basis does not affect the institutional integrity of tile
sentencing court, or a coint hearing aiT appeal against sentence

None of this offends the principle in Kdble v DPP. " 111 Kob/e, the function conferred

on the Supreme Court required the court 'to participate in the making of a preventative

detention order where no breacli of the criminal law Iwasj alleged and where there

Iwasl no determination of guilt'." This ISIiT sharp contrast to the effect of s 9(I), the
work of WITiclT relates to preserving sentences passed o1T persons found ouilty of a
serious crime and specifically on the basis of facts proved beyond reasonable doubt

Rather that underInming public confidence in a court, " s 9(I) is consistent with its

maintenance. Withotit it, convicted persons who were properly found Guilty of

persistent sexual exploitation of a child and were properly scntenced in accordance

witlT the law as it was then understood, would be able to appeal their sentence and be

re-sentenced on the basis that they only committed the least two serious acts of sexual

exploitation alleged against them. They could not be re-tried for the remainder of the

acts (s 50(5)). Such an outcome is unlikely to enhance public confidence in the courts

or' the judicial systein, and it would not reflect the value that Parliament is entitled to

place on appropriateIy punishing sexual abuse of children

Section 9(I) involves no plan by the SoutlT Australian Parliainent to convict and

sentence a person. " It is a provision that removes error by disengaoing the princi re
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HQm"rr, R 120171 HCA 38; (2017) 260 CLR 479,492 t261 (Kiefel CJ, Bell, Keane, Nettle & Edelman
JJ)
Ibid, t271
(1996) 189 CLR51
Kdb/e, 98 (Tooliey J)
91, us/i0,7 ofLco, Ruse, wad ,VO I of 20/8) 120181 SASCFC 128,1621
In contrast, for example, to Ljydndge v R 119671 AC 259
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of sentencing identified in Chii, o for. an offence under s 50. The legislature is not, by
s 9(I), attempting to 'conscript the couit in a "legislative plan"'. 25

27. States are not constrained in a way that requires their Coints to try Indictable offences

by jury. " Subject to the requirement to try Commonwealthindictable offence by jury,
States are at liberty to abolish jury trials for some, or all State offences. By parity of

reasoning, a State must be at liberty to make laws reoarding the division of tasks

between aim'y and the judge. 27

28. To the extent that Chiro says tlTat SUGIT an approach breaches the principle in R V De

Simoni, " it is submitted that it is permissible for the IGOislature to authorise that (by
s 9(I)), without interfering with the institutional integrity of the court because

(a) all of the acts of sexual exploitation that Inay be considered relevant by the

SGITtencingjudge are encompassed by the particular's of the char'ge;

(b) s 50 is in substance, ifnot form, the same as course of conduct offences; and

(c) s 9(I) effectiveIy only authorises the sentencing court to sentence for' s 50 in the

sanTe way as it would ordinarily sentence for a course of conduct offence

Ques/ion q/Luw NO I

29. It is submitted that Ques/ion ofLduJ Reserved (A10I o120/8)" was wonoly decided,

and we adopt the submissions of the Attorney-General for' South Australia 11T that

regard. But In any event, it is subinitted that the reasoning in that case does not apply

in relation to s 9(I), for the following reasons

30. First (and contrary to the applicant's submission: A1631), s 9(}) does not apply where

a sentencing Judge has 'ignored' or dispensed with" the determination by the jury, or

has treated it as a 'trigger' to repeat the task undertaken at trial 'unbounded' by the

jury's verdict. Rather, s 9(I) only authorises a determination that was consistent with

the verdict. Consistency with the jury's verdict remains the touchstone for. the

sentence; the verdict cannot be 'transformed' (cf. , A t681)
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No, Ih, b, ,. Igind/I'M, t, ,gency Lid *, No"!he, ." re, ,1100, (2015) 256 CLR 569, t1281 (Gageler I)
cf, the Commonwealth Constitution, s 80
cf. , 91, allo" ofLQW N0 I, t401 (Vanstone J)
(1981) 147 CLR383
p0181 SASCFC 128
cf. , 91, adjo" ofLmp N0 I, 11731 (Hinton I)
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Secondly, s 9(I) does not authorise an 'alteration of the division of responsibility

between judge and jury'. The jury, not the judge, must have detennined guilt. The

sentencing judge must have done no more than pass sentence by recognised sentencing
principles, albeit modified to meet the exigencies of s 50

Section 9(I) will not apply ifthe court has 'depart[ed] to a significant degree from the

ordinary methods and standards of the judicial process'." It is not a law which is

'repugnant to the judicial process in a fundamental degree'." To the contrary, it

recognises that the sentencing court remains 'free and independent' to detennine the

issue of what facts were proved beyond reasonable doubt. " Authorising a sentencing
court to undertake that task is not antithetical to its role as a Ch 111 court; rather, it

reflects the legislature's balancing of the principle of protecting the rights of accused

persons against the appropriate institutional response to child sexual abuse.

10

Thirdly, s 9(I) does not 'interfere with the judicial processitself. "' Ajudge acting on

sentencing principles before Chiro was nevertheless acting judicialIy in accordance

with what was understood to be established legal principle.

Part V: Estimate Time for Oral Argument

34.

20

Tasmania will need no longer than 15 minutes to present its oral argument

Dated: October 2019

Mich 'Farrell SC

Son or-General of Tasmania

T: ( 3) 61653614
F: (03) 6173 0264
E:solicitor. eneral 'ustice. tas. ovau
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